Local sequential minimization of double stranded B-DNA using Monte Carlo annealing.
A software algorithm has been developed to investigate the folding process in B-DNA structures in vacuum under a simple and accurate force field. This algorithm models linear double stranded B-DNA sequences based on a local, sequential minimization procedure. The original B-DNA structures were modeled using initial nucleotide structures taken from the Brookhaven database. The models contain information at the atomic level allowing one to investigate as accurately as possible the structure and characteristics of the resulting DNA structures. A variety of DNA sequences and sizes were investigated containing coding and non-coding, random and real, homogeneous or heterogeneous sequences in the range of 2 to 40 base pairs. The force field contains terms such as angle bend, Lennard-Jones, electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonding which are set up using the Dreiding II force field and defined to account for the helical parameters such as twist, tilt and rise. A close comparison was made between this local minimization algorithm and a global one (previously published) in order to find out advantages and disadvantages of the different methods. From the comparison, this algorithm gives better and faster results than the previous method, allowing one to minimize larger DNA segments. DNA segments with a length of 40 bases need approximately 4 h, while 2.5 weeks are needed with the previous method. After each minimization the angles between phosphate-oxygen-carbon A1, the oxygen-phosphate-oxygen A2 and the average helical twists were calculated. From the generated fragments it was found that the bond angles are A1=150 degrees +/-2 degrees and A2=130 degrees +/-10 degrees, while the helical twist is 36.6 degrees +/-2 degrees in the A strand and A1=150 degrees +/-6 degrees and A2=130+/-6 degrees with helical twist 39.6 degrees +/-2 degrees in the B strand for the DNA segment with the same sequence as the Dickerson dodecamer.